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all-solid-state lithium-metal batteries
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All-solid-state lithium-metal batteries (ASSLBs) have attracted intense 
interest due to their high energy density and high safety. However, Li 
dendrite growth and high interface resistance remain challenging due to 
insufficient understanding of the mechanism. Here we develop two types 
of porous lithiophobic interlayer (Li7N2I–carbon nanotube and Li7N2I–Mg) 
to enable Li to plate at the Li/interlayer interface and reversibly penetrate 
into the porous interlayer. The experimental and simulation results reveal 
that a balance of lithiophobicity, electronic and ionic conductivities and 
interlayer’s porosity are the key enablers for stable Li plating/stripping at 
a high capacity. A fine-tuned Li7N2I–carbon nanotube interlayer enables 
Li/LNI/Li symmetric cell to achieve a high critical current density of 
4.0 mA cm−2 at 4.0 mAh cm−2 at 25 °C; the Li7N2I–Mg interlayer enables a 
Li4SiO4@LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2/Li6PS5Cl/20 µm-Li full cell to achieve an areal 
capacity of 2.2 mAh cm−2, maintaining 82.4% capacity retention after  
350 cycles at 60 °C at a rate of 0.5 C. The interlayer design principle opens 
opportunities to develop safe and high energy ASSLBs.

An all-solid-state battery with a lithium-metal anode is a promising can-
didate for electric vehicles due to its higher energy density and safety1–5. 
Solid-state electrolytes (SSEs) possess several intrinsic advantages 
compared with traditional liquid electrolytes. First, the solid electrolyte 
is less flammable than liquid electrolytes, making the battery much 
safer4,5. Second, SSEs with a unit Li ion transference number could evade 
the concentration gradient-induced Li dendrite growth, enhancing the 
charge/discharge power density6. Finally, a high mechanical strength of 
>7–8 GPa of the solid electrolytes is expected to block the lithium den-
drite penetration, achieving high energy density and long cycle life7,8.

However, extensive research demonstrated that Li dendrite growth 
in all-solid-state lithium-metal batteries (ASSLBs) is easier than that in 
batteries with liquid electrolytes9,10 and the governing mechanism for 
Li dendrite growth in ASSLBs remains a mystery11–16. The Li dendrite 
can grow either from the Li anode into the electrolyte (outside in)7,11 
or directly nucleate inside the electrolyte and grow to the outside 
electrode (inside out)12,13. Increasing the electrolyte lithiophobicity 
and reducing the electronic conductivity can effectively suppress 
the Li nucleation inside electrolytes, thus preventing the inside-out Li 

dendrite growth12,13. For outside-in Li dendrite growth, many efforts aim 
to enhance the mechanical strength, uniformity and density of the solid 
electrolyte7. However, the attempts at densification17, amorphization10 
and single crystallization10 have demonstrated a failure to block the 
outside-in Li dendrite growth. Because the mechanical property of the 
solid electrolytes is greatly changed by the chemical and electrochemi-
cal reaction with Li anode, more research on enhancing the chemical 
and electrochemical stability of solid electrolytes was conducted15,16.

Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) is more stable with Li than Li3PS4 (LPS) and 
Li3YCl6 (LYC) electrolytes and is usually applied as a model electro-
lyte to investigate the mechanism of Li plating. However, an electro-
chemical reaction still takes place between LLZO and Li at a negative 
potential due to a large Li plating overpotential15. The reduction reac-
tions between Li and electrolyte inject electrons into the electrolyte 
and induce phase changes, which not only generate internal stress 
and cracks inside the electrolyte but also destroy the Li-ion conduc-
tion channel promoting Li dendrite growth. The Li dendrite growth 
in LPS and LYC is more pronounced due to less stability against Li16. 
Exploring new solid electrolytes that are thermodynamically stable 
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by well-controlled Li nucleation and growth enabled the Li/LNI/Li cell 
to charge/discharge at a high current density of 4.0 mA cm−2 and a 
high capacity of 4.0 mAh cm−2 for >600 h. For the LNI–Mg interlayer, 
the gradient electronic conductivity in the 18.5 µm LNI–Mg interlayer 
enables Li4SiO4@LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2/Li6PS5Cl/Li (LSO@NMC811/LPSC/
Li) full cells with an areal capacity of 2.2 mAh cm−2 to be charged/dis-
charged for 350 cycles at 60 °C with capacity retention of 82.4%. We also 
reported that stable Li plating/stripping cycle can be achieved if the Li 
nucleation region in the interlayer is smaller or equal to the Li growth 
region in the interlayer (from the Li anode), which is verified by tuning 
the ratio of LNI and CNT in the interlayer (Fig. 1). This study represents 
a comprehensive interlayer design for ASSLBs with a notably improved 
dendrite suppression capability and reversibility.

Impact of interlayer properties on Li plating
An LNI solid electrolyte was synthesized following the procedure 
reported in Supplementary Note 1 (Supplementary Figs. 1–5). LNI solid 
electrolyte is thermodynamically stable to Li (Supplementary Fig. 2) 
and has high interface energy against Li metal (Supplementary Fig. 3). 
By mixing LNI with lithiophobic CNT, (Supplementary Note 2 and Sup-
plementary Figs. 6 and 7), a porous LNI–CNT composite interlayer with 
tunable lithiophobicity and ionic/electronic conductivities was prepared 
(Supplementary Figs. 8 and 9) and was inserted between Li and LNI elec-
trolytes to guide Li deposition only at the interlayer/Li (rather than at LNI/
interlayer; Supplementary Fig. 10). Three LNI–CNT interlayers with CNT 
content of 0.5%, 5% and 50% were selected for investigation. The ionic 
and electronic conductivity of LNI–CNT interlayers were measured at 
room temperature (RT) using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
(EIS) and direct current (d.c.) polarization. The ionic and electronic 
conductivity are 3.0 × 10−4 S cm−1 and 6.7 × 10−8 S cm−1 for LNI–0.5% CNT, 
2.9 × 10−4 S cm−1 and 2.8 × 10−5 S cm−1 for LNI–5% CNT and 2.4 × 10−5 S cm−1 
and 5.0 × 10−2 S cm−1 for LNI–50% CNT interlayers. Therefore, LNI–0.5% 
CNT, LNI–5% CNT and LNI–50% CNT interlayers are ionic conductors, 
mixed ionic–electronic conductors and electronic conductors, respec-
tively (Supplementary Note 3 and Supplementary Figs. 11 and 12).

The impact of LNI–x% CNT interlayer (~90 µm) on Li plating/strip-
ping stability was investigated in Li/LNI/Li symmetric cells, where LNI 
electrolyte was sandwiched by two LNI–x% CNT (x = 0.5, 5, 50) interlayers 
(Supplementary Fig. 10). The Li/LNI–CNT/LNI/LNI–CNT/Li cells were 
charged/discharged at a small current density of 0.1 mA cm−2 with a 
capacity of 0.1 mAh cm−2. As we can see from Fig. 2a, cells with LNI–0.5% 
CNT interlayers show a stable and flat voltage profile with an overpo-
tential of ~0.27 V along cycles. LNI–5% CNT sandwiched cells (Fig. 2b) 
initially have a large overpotential of 0.3 V and its overpotential gradually 

to Li is urgently needed for ASSLBs. In addition to the mechanical and 
chemical/electrochemical properties of solid electrolytes, the void is 
also formed at the interface between Li and solid electrolyte during Li 
stripping when the Li stripping rate is higher than the Li replenishing 
rate18, which increases the overpotential of the cell promoting the 
electrolyte reduction and Li dendrite growth14.

To avoid electrolyte reduction and void formation, solid electro-
lyte interlayers with different ionic and electronic conductivity, lithi-
ophobicity were inserted between Li and solid electrolytes. Electronic 
conductive and lithiophilic interphase such as Au19, Al19,20, Sn21 were used 
to suppress void formation. However, the high electronic conductivity 
of the interphase/interlayer also accelerates the electrolyte reduction 
during Li plating. Using lithiophobic and/or highly ionic conductive 
interlayers such as Li3OCl (ref. 22), LiF (ref. 23) and LiF–Li3N (ref. 24) 
can suppress electrolyte reduction but promote void formation due 
to low Li diffusivity. A recently reported porous lithiophobic/lithio-
philic gradient interlayer25,26 was found to simultaneously suppress 
the void formation and electrolyte reduction if the interlayer has a low 
electronic conductivity, high ionic conductivity and is lithio phobic, 
enabling Li deposits at the interface of interlayer/Li rather than inside 
interlayer and on the solid electrolyte surface. However, if the inter-
layer is lithiophilic and has high electronic conductivity but a low ionic 
conductivity, Li will deposit inside the interlayer and on the solid elec-
trolyte surface reducing the solid electrolytes. The relationship among 
lithiophobicity, electronic/ionic conduction properties of interlayers 
and Li dendrite suppression capabilities has not been systematically 
investigated yet but is critical for ASSLBs.

In this work, by adjusting the property of the Li7N2I–carbon nano-
tube (LNI–CNT) interlayer and LNI–Mg interlayer, we correlated Li plat-
ing stability with ionic and electronic conductivities and lithiophobicity 
of the interlayer. LNI has a high ionic conductivity of 3.1 × 10–4 S cm–1 
and a low electronic conductivity, high lithiophobicity and high elec-
trochemical stability against Li, whereas CNT has a high lithiophobicity, 
high electronic conductivity and low tap density. Therefore, mixing LNI 
with CNT at different ratios can form porous lithiophobic interlayers 
with variable ionic and electronic conductivity. LNI–Mg interlayer can 
form gradient electronic conductivity inside the interlayer due to Mg 
migrating from the interlayer to the Li anode during activation, which 
can reduce the interlayer thickness and enhance the Li dendrite sup-
pression capability. For LNI–CNT, the 90 µm LNI–5% CNT interlayer 
enabled Li to nucleate on the Li/LNI–CNT interface (rather than the 
SSE/LNI–CNT interface) and then reversibly penetrate into/extract 
from the porous LNI–CNT interlayer during Li plating/stripping (Fig. 1).  
The three-dimensional Li/LNI–5% CNT interlayer contact achieved  
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Fig. 1 | The evolution of Li/interlayer interface after cells assemble, Li 
nucleation, Li growth and Li stripping. The grey rectangle is the Li anode. The 
yellow spheres are LNI electrolyte particles. The small grey spheres are nucleated 
Li. The black sticks are CNT. The Li/LNI–5% CNT interface has poor contact in 
an assembled Li/LNI/Li cell. After activation, Li can nucleate on the Li/LNI–CNT 

interface (rather than the SSE/LNI–CNT interface) and then reversibly penetrate 
into/extract from the porous LNI–CNT interlayer during Li plating/stripping. 
If the Li growth length is larger than the Li nucleation length, the nucleus was 
merged during Li plating and was completely extracted during Li stripping.
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decreases and is finally stable at ~0.07 V after 20 cycles. For LNI–50% 
CNT, the voltage drops from ~0.25 V to ~0.05 V in ten cycles (Fig. 2c). The 
overpotential decrease for the LNI–5% CNT interlayer was attributed 
to the Li growth into the interlayer, which was verified by a dramatic 
decrease in lithium signal intensity with a depth <2 µm and flattened at 
depths between 2 and 10 µm (Fig. 2d and Supplementary Fig. 13). The 
excess Li signal at depth <2 µm is attributed to Li plating into the porous 
LNI–5% CNT interlayer (Supplementary Fig. 13d). For Li/LNI/Li with 
electronic conductive LNI–50% CNT interlayers, lithium plates in entire 
electronic conductive LNI–50% CNT interlayers, as shown in lithium 
distribution curves and SEM observation (Fig. 2d and Supplementary 
Fig. 13b), which enhance the electronic conductivity of the interlayer and 
reduce the overpotential during galvanostatic cycles (Fig. 2c).

Li can simultaneously grow from Li anode into a porous LNI–CNT 
interlayer and can also directly nucleate in the interlayer depending 
on the ionic and electronic conductivity and lithiophobicity of the 

LNI–CNT interlayer27,28. To further understand Li plating behaviours in 
mixed ionic/electronic conductive interlayers, mathematical models 
were set up to simulate the Li growth from Li anode into interlayer and Li 
nucleation inside the interlayer (Supplementary Note 4, Supplementary 
Figs. 14–17 and Supplementary Tables 1 and 2) The Butler–Volmer equa-
tion29 and classical nucleation theory28,30 were coupled with transport 
equations of electron and Li+ ion to describe Li growth from Li anode 
into interlayer and nucleation in the interlayer (‘Li-ion and electron 
transport in mixed conductive interlayer’ in Methods section provides 
details). To account for the boundary of Li in the porous interlayer, the 
configuration of the model was set as Li growth with a triangle-shaped 
protrusion in contact with the interlayer (Supplementary Fig. 14). The 
simulation shows that Li nucleation in mixed conductive LNI–5% CNT 
interlayer generates a flat plating forefront for Li plating (Fig. 2f and  
Supplementary Fig. 16c) in sharp contrast to the uncontrolled Li nuclea-
tion in the entire electronic conductive LNI–50% CNT interlayer (Fig. 2e  
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Fig. 2 | Li stripping/plating behaviours in ionic conductive, mixed conductive 
and electronic conductive interlayers. a–c, Voltage profile of Li/LNI/Li 
symmetric cells sandwiched with LNI–x% CNT composites at a current density of 
0.1 mA cm−2 with a capacity of 0.1 mAh cm−2 when x = 0.5 (a), x = 5 (b) and x = 50 
(c). i in the Fig. a is current density. The voltage drops in Li/LNI/Li symmetric 
cells with LNI–5% CNT and LNI–50% CNT interlayers were attributed to Li plating 
into interlayers. The Li nucleation peaks were not observed because they were 
covered by the high Li stripping overpotential of Li counter electrodes before 
fully activation. d, ToF-SIMS analysis of the Li distribution on LNI–0.5% CNT and 

LNI–50% CNT interlayers along the depth of the sputtered crater. e,f, Simulated 
Li growth and nucleation in electronic conductive (e) and mixed conductive 
interlayers (f). g–j, Spatial distribution of Li nucleation in interlayers with 
enhanced lithiophobicity from left to right. The growth and nucleation rate were 
normalized to the range of 0 to 1. k,l, Li growth at lithiophilic interlayers (k) and 
lithiophobic interlayers (l) using phase field models. The colour map represents 
the normalized Li nucleation rate or phase field (PF) parameter. Phase field 
parameter of 1 is Li metal.
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and Supplementary Fig. 16b) and Li growth on the dendrite tip in ionic 
conductive LNI–0.5% CNT interlayer (Supplementary Fig. 16a).

The Li nucleation in the interlayer and Li growth into the interlayer 
(Supplementary Note 5 and Supplementary Figs. 18–20) also well 
explains the galvanostatic activation process of the Li/LNI/Li cell with 
LNI–CNT interlayer (Fig. 2a–c). The overpotential of Li//Li symmetric 
cells with LNI–0.5% CNT interlayer remains high and unchanged during 
activation (Fig. 2a) because Li does not nucleate in the LNI–0.5% CNT 
interlayer (Supplementary Fig. 18a–d). For Li/LNI/Li cell using LNI–5% 
CNT interlayer, the overpotential gradually reduces from 0-40 h and  
then remains nearly constant after 30 h of galvanostatic cycling  
(Fig. 2b) due to reversibly and stable Li penetration into/extraction 
from LNI–5% CNT interlayer (Supplementary Fig. 18e–h). However, 
for Li/LNI/Li symmetric cells with LNI–50% CNT interlayer (Fig. 2c), 
voltage rapidly drops within ten Li stripping/plating cycles owing to 
Li nucleation inside the entire interlayer including electrolyte surface 
(Fig. 2e and Supplementary Fig. 18i–l), which may lead to Li dendrite 
growth at the interlayer/SSE boundary (Supplementary Fig. 20).

In addition to electronic/ionic conductivity, lithiophobicity of the 
interlayer also substantially changes the Li growth from Li anode and 
nucleation inside the LNI–CNT interlayer. For lithiophilic interlayers, 
lithium nucleation sites are dispersive inside the interlayer as shown in 
Fig. 2g,h. Moreover, according to phase field models (Fig. 2k and Supple-
mentary Table 3), Li tends to grow into the lithiophilic interlayer along 
cracks/holes due to capillary force. In contrast, Li cannot protrude into 
the lithiophobic interlayer unless a high pressure is applied at a high plat-
ing capacity because the capillary force generates a high pressure when 
Li penetrates into small holes/cracks (Fig. 2l and Supplementary Note 6). 
With enhanced lithiophobicity of the interlayers, Li critical nucleation 
overpotential ηc also increased and growth tends to confine in the area 
close to the Li anode/interlayer interface (Fig. 2i). When lithiophobic-
ity of the interlayer is strong enough, that is, the applied overpotential 
η in the interlayer is less than critical nucleation overpotential ηc of 
interlayers, the Li nucleation will be completely suppressed (Fig. 2j). The 
absence of Li nucleation in mixed conductive lithiophobic interlayers 
has been observed experimentally in literature26,31,32. For example, in 
a reported Ag/C interlayer26, Ag migrates in the Ag/C interlayer to the 
Li anode side leaving carbon on the interlayer. By applying high stack 
pressure, the reported carbon-based interlayers were densified and 
the lithiophobicity of the interlayer can be fully exploited to suppress 
Li protrusion and Li nucleation in the carbon interlayer26,31,32, which is 
consistent with our analytic prediction (Supplementary Fig. 21) and 
phase field simulations (Supplementary Fig. 22). In this work, the same 
effects for Li plating/stripping regulation were achieved by inserting a 
LNI–CNT interlayer with high ionic conductivity but a low electronic 
conductivity at the Li/SSE interface at low stack pressure (~1 MPa). 
The highly lithiophobic and porous LNI–CNT interlayer regulates the  
Li nucleation and growth to achieve reversible Li protrusion into/ 
extraction from the interlayer (Supplementary Figs. 21 and 22). The 
influence of pore size and porosity on current distribution and Li  
deposition in the interlayer was considered. The simulation shows that 
a homogeneous current distribution at the Li/interlayer boundary  
can be achieved at a high current density for porous interlayers with 
small pores size (Supplementary Fig. 23 and Supplementary Note 7).

Briefly, mixed conductive, lithiophobic and porous LNI–5% CNT 
interlayer enables Li plate at the Li/LNI–5% CNT interlayer boundary to 
simultaneously avoid void formation and electrolyte reduction even at 
low stack pressure, which can fully unleash the Li dendrite suppression 
capability of the interface.

Li plating/stripping stability in LNI–CNT 
interlayer
The Li dendrite suppression capability of the Li/LNI–CNT/LNI/LNI–CNT/
Li cells was evaluated at step-increased current densities at 25 °C after acti-
vation cycles. As shown in Supplementary Fig. 24, initially, the voltages 

of Li/LNI/Li cells with LNI–0.5% CNT and LNI–50% CNT interlayers  
increased with currents. When the current increased to 0.16 mA cm−2 
and 0.62 mA cm−2, respectively, both of the Li/LNI/Li cells experienced 
a dramatic voltage drop, indicating a short circuit due to the Li dendrite 
growth through the interlayer and LNI electrolyte. The EIS profiles of 
 Li/LNI/Li cells with LNI–0.5% CNT and LNI–50% CNT interlayers before 
and after voltage drop also confirmed the short circuit with substantially 
reduced resistance from 2,600 to <40 Ω cm2 for LNI–0.5% CNT and from 
500 to 16 Ω cm2 for LNI–50% CNT (Supplementary Fig. 24b,c,e,f)33. For 
cells using LNI–5% CNT interlayer, the charge/discharge curve (Fig. 3a) 
can be divided into two distinct regimes. (1) A sharp voltage spike at the 
beginning of Li plating in each cycle due to Li nucleation in the interlayer 
(Fig. 3a,d,e). (2) Gradually raised voltage at the end of the stripping 
process attributed to reduced contact area at the Li/interlayer because 
Li was extracted from the porous interlayer. A critical current density 
(CCD) of >4.0 mA cm−2 at a capacity of 4.0 mAh cm−2 was achieved for  
Li/LNI/Li cells with LNI–5% CNT interlayers. The impedance of sym-
metric Li/LNI/Li cells with LNI–5% CNT interlayers before and after 
cycles at the current of 4.0 mA cm−2 and capacity of 4.0 mAh cm−2 are 
shown in Fig. 3b. The overpotential of the cells did not follow ohm law 
when the current density was stepwise increased (Fig. 3a) due to Li 
penetration into the pore of the interlayer (Supplementary Fig. 25 and 
Supplementary Note 8). During galvanistic cycling at a step-increased 
current with a fixed time (Fig. 3a), Li plating capacity gradually increased 
and more Li penetrates into the porous LNI–5% CNT interlayer from the 
Li anode, which increases the contact area between Li and the inter-
layer. As a result, the total resistance of the Li symmetric cell decrease 
from the initial ~800 Ω (no Li growth into interlayer before Li plating) 
to ~150 Ω (4 mAh cm−2 of Li growth into the pores of interlayer). The low 
interface resistance of the LNI–5% CNT interlayer in Li/LNI/Li cells is 
attributed to the mixed ionic–electronic conductive, and Li penetrates 
into the porous interlayer. The total resistance of the cell after cycling 
is still higher than the ohmic resistance of the LNI electrolyte without 
interlayers (~100 Ω, 400 µm of LNI electrolyte). The controllable and 
reversible Li growth into LNI–5% CNT interlayer will not cause Li dendrite 
growth and short circuit due to the high lithiophobicity of the interlayer, 
as further evidenced by the same shape and identical characteristic 
frequency in EIS indicating unchanged Li plating/stripping behaviour 
(Fig. 3b). Moreover, the EIS profile of the cycled cell shows an obvious 
diffusion region at a low frequency of 0.1 Hz, which also indicates that 
the Li growth into porous LNI–5% CNT interlayer and cell did not short by 
Li growth into the interlayer. Figure 3c demonstrates the cyclic perfor-
mance of the Li/LNI–5% CNT/LNI/LNI–5% CNT/Li cell at a current density 
of 4.0 mA cm−2 and a capacity of 4.0 mAh cm−2. Figure 3d,e shows the 
enlarged time–voltage profile of Li/LNI–5% CNT/LNI/LNI–5% CNT/Li 
cells during cycles at 0–50 h and 500–550 h. No sudden voltage drop was 
observed during the cycles. It was also observed that the overpotential 
slightly decreases at the first 25 activation cycles before reaching stable 
due to the Li plating into the interlayer. X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) 
characterizations and Raman spectra after 300 cycles demonstrate 
that the chemical and phase structures of LNI remain stable during 
long-term cycling (Supplementary Fig. 26) because Li plates only on 
the Li/LNI–CNT interface rather than on the LNI surface. Moreover, the 
position and relative intensity of D peak and G peak does not change. 
An extra peak centred at 1,440 cm−1 was detected from Raman spectra 
(Supplementary Fig. 26a), which can be attributed to a surface reduc-
tion (rather than bulk reaction) of CNT with Li34. In the XRD pattern of 
cycled LNI–5% CNT interlayer for 300 cycles (Supplementary Fig. 26b),  
the extra peaks corresponding to Li metal were observed in the  
sample due to Li plating in the interlayer. Therefore, the reduction of 
resistance is not due to chemical/electrochemical reaction between Li 
and interlayers but is attributed to reversible Li penetration into/extrac-
tion from the porous interlayer as demonstrated previously (Fig. 2d,f). 
Taking advantage of reversible Li plating/stripping in mixed conductive 
interlayers, excellent performance at a high critical current density of 
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4.0 mA cm−2 with a capacity of 4.0 mAh cm−2 for over 600 h was achieved 
in Li/LNI–5% CNT/LNI/LNI–5% CNT/Li cell (Fig. 3c).

The criterion for stable Li plating in the interlayer
For a mixed conductive porous interlayer, both outside-in Li growth 
into the interlayer and inside-out Li nucleation in the interlayer simul-
taneously occur during galvanostatic Li plating. The reaction kinetics 
of both processes are governed by the electronic/ionic conductivity, 
lithiophobicity and porosity of the interlayers. Figure 4a,b schemati-
cally shows the inside-out Li nucleation region (Fig. 4a) and outside-in 
Li growth region (Fig. 4b) in the mixed conductive interlayer of a Li//Li  
symmetric during Li plating. When a overpotential η was applied to 
the current collector during plating, Li nucleates in the region of the 
interlayer where the electrochemical overpotential is below the critical 
nucleation ηc

35 (Fig. 4a), whereas the Li growth into the interlayer from 
Li anode depends on the plating capacity and porosity of interlayers 
as shown in Fig. 4b. The Li nucleation region and Li growth region in 
the interlayer can be determined quantitatively from the applied cur-
rent density, plating time and properties of the interlayer (including 
electronic conductivity, ionic conductivity, lithiophobicity, thickness 
and porosity and so on) using derived equations in this work. The equa-
tions and calculation details are presented in Supplementary Note 9.

The nucleation in the interlayer substantially affected the sta-
bility of Li growth into the mixed conductive interlayer. The impact 

of Li nucleation on Li plating stability of an interlayer depends on 
the Li nucleation length ln, Li growth lg and interlayer length li and  
lithiophobicity (Fig. 4a–d and Supplementary Fig. 27). In the case of 
the nucleation region, ln is equal to interlayer length li (Supplementary 
Fig. 27a), and Li will also plate on the electrolyte surface, inducing SSEs 
reduction. If the Li growth region is smaller than the nucleation region 
(lg < ln < li; Supplementary Fig. 27b), the interlayer will gradually be pene-
trated by plated Li during long-term cycling because the nucleation 
region that was not covered by Li growth will partially stay in the inter-
layer as dead lithium. When the Li growth region lg is equal to (Fig. 4c)  
or larger than (Fig. 4d) the nucleation region ln but smaller than the 
interlayer thickness li, all nuclei will merge by grown Li. Well-regulated 
Li growth can remediate the detrimental effect of nucleation to avoid 
dendrite formation during cycles. This assumption has been widely 
verified in the field of electrochemical Li plating36. For example, an 
anode-free lithium-metal battery could successfully cycle without 
lithium dendrite growth because the uneven Li nuclei on lithiophobic 
Cu current collector is merged by the following Li growth, which could 
be regulated by solid electrolyte interphase36. When the Li growth 
region lg is much larger than (Fig. 4d) nucleation region ln, the lithiopho-
bic interlayer can further stabilize the grown Li beyond the nucleation 
region (Figs. 4d and 2l). On the basis of the discussion above, the opti-
mal design of mixed conductive, lithiophobic interlayers for stable Li 
plating/stripping is that the Li nucleation region is smaller or equal to 
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Fig. 3 | Li dendrite suppression capability of mixed conductive LNI–CNT 
interlayers. a, Galvanostatic cycling of Li/LNI/Li cells sandwiched with LNI–5% 
CNT interlayer at step-increased current densities at 25 °C. b, EIS of Li//Li cells 
using LNI electrolyte sandwiched with LNI–5% CNT composite before (inserted) 

and after galvanostatic cycling. Z' and Z'' are real parts and imaginary parts of 
complex impedance, respectively. c–e, Voltage profiles of the Li/LNI–5% CNT/
LNI/LNI–5% CNT/Li cell at 4.0 mA cm−2 with a capacity of 4.0 mAh cm−2 within 
0–650 h (c), 0–50 h (d) and 500–550 h (e). RT is room temperature.
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25 °C. f, The experimentally extracted 

Vsp
i

 as a function of testing current density i 
in comparison with the simulated nucleation length in e. Dashed lines were added 
to guide the eye, whereas the red solid line is the simulation result. The standard 
deviation is present in Supplementary Fig. 31. g,h, SEM image of the Li/LNI/CNT 
interface in Li/LNI–CNT/LNI/LNI–CNT/Cu cell after Li plated for 2.0 mAh cm−2  
(g) and stripped for 2.0 mAh cm−2 after Li plated for 4.0 mAh cm−2 (h). The white 
dotted line shows the forefront of plated Li. The yellow dotted lines show the 
boundary of the interlayer.
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the Li growth region (Fig. 4c,d), and both lengths are slightly smaller 
than the interlayer thickness.

As a proof of concept, we used a 90 µm lithiophobic LNI–5% CNT 
interlayer to verify the interlayer design principle. We analysed the 
length of Li nucleation in the interlayer and Li growth into the interlayer 
during the galvanostatic cycling of the Li/LNI/Li cell with LNI–5% CNT 
interlayer after activation cycles (Fig. 3a and Supplementary Table 4). As 
shown in Fig. 4e, when the cell is subjected to galvanostatic Li plating/
stripping at a step-increased current but a fixed charge/discharge time, 
the Li growth region expands almost linearly with the current because 
Li plating capacity increases linearly with the current (Supplementary 
Note 9). In contrast, Li nucleation length increased with a descent slope 
(Fig. 4e) because nucleation length is a linear function of the reciprocal 
of the current density (Supplementary Note 9). To validate nucleation 
length simulation (Fig. 4f), spike height voltage Vsp, which was defined 
as the voltage difference between point A and B at Supplementary  
Fig. 28a, was extracted from the galvanostatic cycling curve at different 
currents (Supplementary Figs. 28a and 29a). Due to linear distribution  
of electrochemical potential distribution in the mixed conductive 
interlayer (Supplementary Fig. 28b), the actual nucleation length  
ln can be directly derived from the spike height voltage Vsp at the test-
ing current density i using the equation (1) (Supplementary Note 10)

ln = C ×
Vsp

i (1)

Where C is a coefficient and i is the testing current density. The spike 
height voltage Vsp at the different current density i (Supplementary 
Fig. 29b) was obtained from galvanostatic cycling curves (Fig. 3a and 
Supplementary Fig. 29). The simulated nucleation length as a function 
of current density has the same trend as the experimental obtained 

Vsp
i

 
in three tests (Fig. 4f, Supplementary Figs. 29–31 and Supplementary 
Note 11), which validated the simulations.

On the basis of the Li nucleation simulation (Fig. 4e), Li does 
not nucleate in the LNI–5% CNT interlayer at a low current density 
(<0.4 mA cm−2) but only grows, which coincides with the absence of the 
sharp voltage spike in galvanostatic cycling of the Li/LNI/Li cell with LNI–
5% CNT interlayer at small current density (Fig. 3a). With the increase in 
applied current density thus overpotential, both the Li growth length 
and Li nucleation length increase. During galvanostatic cycling within 
the current density range of 0.1–4.0 mA cm−2, Li nucleation length in the 
LNI–5% CNT interlayer remains smaller than the growth length (Fig. 4e),  
which was also verified by SEM observations (Fig. 4g). As shown in  
Fig. 4g and Supplementary Fig. 32, Li plated at Li/LNI–5% CNT inter-
face in Li/LNI–CNT/LNI/LNI–CNT/Cu cells and penetrated into porous  
LNI–5% CNT interlayer when Li plating capacity is 1.0 mAh cm−2 (Supple-
mentary Fig. 32a), 2.0 mAh cm−2 (Fig. 4g) and 4.0 mAh cm−2 (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 32b), forming a three-dimensional Li/interlayer contact (Fig. 4g),  
which is consistent with the proposed mechanism in Fig. 4c,d. Upon 
stripping 2.0 mAh cm−2 of Li (Fig. 4h) from Li/LNI–5% CNT interface that 
was deposited for 4.0 mAh cm−2 (Supplementary Fig. 32b), Li inside the 
pore of the interlayer was extracted (Fig. 4h) but Li anode kept intimate 
contact with the interlayer without void formation (Fig. 4h). Therefore,  
a stable long-term cycling performance of >600 h has been achieved  
in Li/LNI/Li cells with LNI–5% CNT interlayer without short circuiting 
(Fig. 3c–e). In contrast, the LNI–0.5% CNT interlayer suffers from contact 
loss during stripping (Supplementary Fig. 33b), which accounts for  
its low CCD even at 60 °C (Supplementary Fig. 33a).

The Li nucleation region should be smaller than the Li growth region 
(ln ≤ lg < li; Fig. 4c,d), which is universal for the interlayer design. This uni-
versal interlayer design principle was further verified in LNI–5% carbon 
nanofiber (LNI-CNF) interlayer at room temperature and LNI–5% CNT 
interlayer at 60 °C (Supplementary Note 12 and Supplementary Figs. 34 
and 35). The proposed criteria could be used to design a mixed electronic–
ionic conductive interlayer with high Li dendrite suppression capability.

Structural optimization of mixed conductive 
interlayers
We have analysed the Li nucleation and growth in a 90-µm-thick  
LNI–CNT interlayer and validated the interlayer design principle  
(Supplementary Table 5). To enhance the energy density of ASSLBs, the 
interlayer thickness should be reduced. The Li/LNI/Li symmetric cell 
using 14.8 µm LNI–5% CNT interlayer (Supplementary Fig. 36a) achieves 
a much higher CCD (1.4 mA cm−2/1.4 mAh cm−2; Supplementary Fig. 36b) 
than that with thin LNI–0.5% CNT interlayer (0.2 mA cm−2/0.2 mAh cm−2; 
Supplementary Fig. 36c) or with thin LNI–50% CNT interlayer 
(0.3 mA cm−2/0.3 mAh cm−2; Supplementary Fig. 36d) due to the mixed 
ionic/electronic conductivity of LNI–5% CNT interlayer. To further 
reduce the thickness and increase Li dendrite suppression capability 
of the interlayer (Fig. 5a), we propose two strategies to further restrict 
the Li nucleation and growth in the anode side (Fig. 5b,c) based on the 
interlayer design principle. One strategy is to fabricate a dual-layer 
mixed conductive interlayer with a more electronic conductive layer 
at the Li anode side and a more ionic conductive layer at the SSE side 
(Fig. 5b). As a proof of concept, we fabricated LNI–7% CNT/LNI–2% CNT 
dual-layered interlayer with a thickness of 54.5 µm (Supplementary  
Fig. 37). The Li dendrite suppression capability of Li/LNI/Li cell using 
LNI–7% CNT/LNI–2% CNT dual-layered interlayer was evaluated. 
As shown in Fig. 5d, a high CCD of 6.0 mA cm−2 with a capacity of 
6.0 mAh cm−2 was achieved at room temperature with the total thickness 
of the dual-layer interlayer of 54.5 µm (Supplementary Fig. 37a), which 
performs much better than that of LNI–5% CNT homogeneous interlayer 
with a thickness of 90 µm (Fig. 3a). The drawback of the dual-layer inter-
layer is the complicated cell assembly process. Moreover, the thickness 
of the dual-layer interlayer is hard to be further reduced. To further 
reduce the interlayer thickness, we also fabricated a mixed ionic–elec-
tronic conductive interlayer with gradient electronic conductivity. A 
LNI–25% Mg interlayer with a thickness of only 18.5 µm was applied in 
the Li/LPSC/Li symmetric cell. Upon activation of LNI–25% Mg interlayer 
at 60 °C, Mg in the LNI–25% Mg interlayer gradually diffuses to the Li 
anode side forming gradient electronic conductivity (Fig. 5e and Sup-
plementary Fig. 38). The 18.5 µm LNI–25% Mg interlayer enabled the  
Li/LPSC/Li symmetric cell to stably charge/discharge at 4.0 mA cm2 with 
a capacity of 4.0 mAh cm2 for more than 100 h (Supplementary Fig. 38).

Finally, we evaluated the performances of 20 µm-Li/LPSC/LSO@
NMC811 full cells with LNI–5% CNT and LNI–25% Mg interlayer at 60 °C 
(Fig. 5f,g and Supplementary Table 6). Twenty µm-Li/LPSC/LSO@
NMC811 full cells without Li metal interlayer were also fabricated 
for comparison. The Li/LNI–5% CNT/LPSC/LSO@NMC811 provides 
a discharge-specific capacity of 191.6 mAh g-1 in the first cycle and main-
tains a discharge capacity of 147.0 mAh g−1 after 180 cycles. In contrast, 
Li/LPSC/LSO@NMC811 full cells without interlayer were softly short 
circuited after only five cycles (Supplementary Fig. 39). Figure 5f shows 
the charge/discharge curves of Li/LNI–Mg/LPSC/LSO@NMC811 cell at 
the current density of 1.1 mA cm−2 between 2.7 and 4.3 V at 60 °C. Twenty 
µm-Li/LPSC/LSO@NMC811 with LNI–25% Mg interlayer has a much 
higher capacity retention of 82.4% after the 350 cycles (Fig. 5g). The 
better performance of Li/LPSC/LSO@NMC811 full cells with LNI–Mg 
than that without Mg is due to better controlled Li plating sites (Fig. 5c), 
higher Li diffusivity in Li–Mg alloy37 and reduced side reaction between 
interlayer and LPSC electrolyte (Supplementary Fig. 40 and Supple-
mentary Note 13). The successful demonstration of the Li//NMC811 
cell using LNI–CNT interlayer and LNI–Mg interlayer indicates that our 
design principle can be used to design a mixed ionic–electronic con-
ductive interlayer with high lithium dendrite suppression capability.

Conclusions
In this work, we developed an interlayer design principle for Li dendrite 
suppression in ASSLBs by considering both Li nucleation inside the 
interlayer and Li growth from the Li anode into the interlayer. Guided 
by theoretical simulation and experimental validation of the interlayer 
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design principle, we designed a porous and lithiophobic mixed ionic/
electronic conductive LNI–CNT interlayer and electronic conduction 
gradient LNI–Mg interlayer between solid electrolyte and Li metal. The 
LNI–CNT interlayer with a high ionic conductivity but a low electronic 
conductivity and high lithiophobicity enables Li//Li symmetric cell with 
LNI electrolyte to achieve a high critical current density of 4.0 mA cm−2 
at a capacity of 4.0 mAh cm−2 at room temperature. The LNI–Mg inter-
layer with gradient electronic conduction enables LSO@NMC811/LPSC/
Li full cell with an areal capacity of 2.2 mAh cm−2 to maintain 82.4% of the 
capacity after 350 cycles at 60 °C. The proposed interlayer design prin-
ciples provide a pathway to develop safer and higher energy ASSLBs.

Methods
Sample Preparations
The Li7N2I (LNI) powder was prepared by ball milling and sintering meth-
ods as reported previously38. First, lithium nitride (Li3N, Sigma-Aldrich, 
purity 99.5%) and lithium iodide (LiI, Sigma-Aldrich, purity 99.9%) with 
a molar ratio of 2:1 were ball milled (PM 100, Retsch) at 400 r.p.m. for 
12 h in an argon-filled atmosphere. The mill rotated for 10 min in one 
direction, rested for 5 min and then rotated in the reverse direction 
for 10 min to reduce the temperature elevation during ball milling. 
After that, 100 mg of milled powder was pressed using a pressing die 
with an inner diameter of 10 mm at 360 MPa for 5 min. The obtained 
pellets were placed in a molybdenum crucible and transferred to a 

tube furnace quickly. A yellow dense pellet was obtained after heat-
ing at 550 °C for 2 h with a heating rate of 5 °C under N2 atmosphere. 
The pellet was ground with agate mortar by hand and screened with 
400 mesh sieves. The LNI–x wt% carbon (x = 0, 0.5, 5, 50) mixture was 
prepared by milling the corresponding chemicals for 15 minutes in 
Ar atmosphere. The LNI–Mg sample was prepared by milling the LNI 
with 25 wt% Mg powder. To avoid the contamination of H2O and O2, all 
sample handling was conducted in an Ar-filled glovebox (MBRAUN).

Li4SiO4-coated NMC811 cathode was prepared in the lab. Typically, 
3.1 mg of Li drops into 1.2 ml of ethyl alcohol (EtOH, Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) 
until fully dissolved. The solution was mixed with 50 µl of tetraethyl 
orthosilicate (TEOS, Sigma-Aldrich, 98%) and stirred at 300 r.p.m. for 
10 minutes. Then, 1 g of NMC811 cathode was added to the solution 
and stirred at 300 r.p.m. for 60 minutes. The suspension was sonicated 
in the vacuum to remove the solvent. The final clay was calcinated at 
350 °C for 2 h in the O2 atmosphere.

Structural characterization
X-Ray diffraction analysis was conducted in a D8 Advance diffrac-
tometer (Bruker) equipped with Cu Kα radiation at 40 kV, 40 mA. The 
2θ range is 10–80° with 0.2° step increments. The powder samples 
were protected with Scotch tape to prevent contamination by air and 
moisture. Raman spectra were performed in a Jobin–Yvon LabRAM HR 
Raman spectrometer. The measurements were performed by using 
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the green line of an argon ion laser (λ = 514.5 nm) with a resolution 
of 1 cm−1. The morphologies and element distribution of LNI–CNT 
composite interlayers were obtained on a field-emission scanning 
electron microscope (SEM, SU-70, Hitachi) equipped with an energy 
dispersive X-ray detector. Conductive Cu tape was used to analyse the 
element distribution of carbon-containing samples. The distribution 
of lithium element in the cycled LNI–CNT interlayer was analysed by 
time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) attached 
with the Ga+ focused-ion beam/SEM (Tescan GAIA3). The accelerated 
voltage for focused-ion beam/SEM was 10 kV. X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) was conducted on a high-sensitivity Kratos AXIS 
165 X-ray photoelectron spectrometer using Mg Kα radiation. Binding 
energy values were referenced to the Cl 2p peak at 198.8 eV to avoid the 
influence of the carbon element in the samples. The CasaXPS software 
was used to fit the XPS spectra.

The sessile drop technique was used to measure the contact angle 
of liquid lithium on LNI, carbon and LNI–carbon surfaces, as described 
previously39. High-purity lithium (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) was employed for 
the tests. The clean LNI, carbon and LNI–carbon samples were heated 
on a hot plate in an Ar-protected glovebox to the desired temperatures. 
Then, drops of liquid Li were transferred to the surface of the samples 
using a glass pipette. The contact angle measurement tests were carried 
out at temperatures of 300 °C with a holding time of 60 min.

The relative density of pressed LNI–CNT pellets was measured by 
the Archimedes method at room temperature using the Mettler Toledo 
Density Kit. To determine the density of LNI–CNT pellets, the weights 
of a pellet were measured both in the air and immersed in the mineral 
spirits. Because the density of air (ρair = 0.0012 g ml−1) and mineral 
spirits (ρms = 0.752 g ml−1) are different, the weights of a pellet in the air 
mair and in the mineral spirits mms should be different due to different 
buoyancy. The density of the pellet can be calculated by

ρ = mair

mair +mms
× (ρms − ρair) + ρair (2)

The density of each sample was collected for three times and 
normalized by the theoretical density of LNI crystal (2.38 g cm−3) to 
get the relative density.

Electrochemical measurements
The electrochemical stability of LNI was evaluated by the linear scan 
voltammetry with an asymmetric cell using carbon black and solid 
electrolytes composites as the working electrode and lithium metal as 
the counter/reference electrode. The open circuit voltage is 0.9 V. The 
voltage range is from 0.9–2.0 V and the scan rate is 0.1 mV s−1.

The total conductivity of LNI–x% carbon samples were carried out 
on an electrochemical station (Gamry G1000) with sputtered Au as 
the electrode. The measurements were performed over the frequency 
range from 0.1 Hz to 1 MHz. The a.c. voltage amplitude was 10 mV. For 
electronic conductivity measurement, the same cell configuration was 
used under d.c. voltages of 0.1 V. Ionic conductivity of LNI–50% CNT was 
obtained from d.c. polarization of Li/LPSC/LNI–50% CNT/LPSC/Li cell. 
The applied constant voltage is 50 mV. The weight of Li6PS5Cl in each side 
is 50 mg and the resistance contribution from Li6PS5Cl in both side was 
estimated to be 100 Ω and was deducted for the calculation of ionic con-
ductivity. The ZView4 programme was used to fit the impedance spectra.

Li/SSEs/Li symmetric cell assembly
To assemble the Li/SSEs/Li all-solid-state cell, 70 mg LNI solid elec-
trolyte powder was pressed into a pellet under 360 MPa in a pellet 
mould with a diameter of 0.5 inch. After that, 3–15 mg LNI–x%-CNT or 
LNI–25%-Mg composite was put on both sides of the solid electrolyte 
and pressed into a pellet. After that, two Li discs with a diameter of 
8 mm were attached on both sides of the solid electrolyte. The galva-
nostatic cycling test was determined by a Land test system (CT2001A). 

To measure the nucleation overpotential of Li on interlayer, the  
Li/interlayer/electrolyte/interlayer/stainless steel cell was assembled 
by attaching one Li disc to one side of the cells. Li/LNI–CNT/LNI/LNI–
CNT/Cu cell was assembled by attaching Li to one side of the cell and 
Cu foil to the other side. Li plates to the Cu side at a current density of 
0.5 mA cm−2 with capacity of 1 mAh cm−2, 2 mAh cm−2 and 4 mAh cm−2 
and then stripped with capacity of 2 mAh cm−2 at 60 °C. The Cu was 
peeled off and Li/interlayer interface was observed using SEM. The 
interlayer mass and actual applied current of Li//Li cell in the work are 
present in Supplementary Table 5.

Li//NMC811 full cell assembly
Li4SiO4-coated NMC811 (LSO@NMC) was mixed with LPSC and carbon 
black (SAFT, C65) with the weight ratio of 70:27:3 as composite cathode 
material. To assemble the Li/LNI–5% CNT/LPSC/NMC811 all-solid-state 
full cells, 100 mg of LPSC electrolyte was first pressed at 180 MPa to form 
an electrolyte pellet. The thickness of the electrolyte pellet is 600 µm. 
Then, 20 mg of composite cathode powder was spread on one side of 
the electrolyte and LNI–5% CNT mixture on the other side and pressed on 
360 MPa for 10 minutes. Finally, 20 µm–Li foil was attached to the LNI–5% 
CNT mixture side of the electrolyte pellet. The area of the electrode is 
1.13 cm2. Li/LNI–25% Mg/LPSC/NMC811 all-solid-state full cells were 
assembled in the same methods as Li/LNI–5% CNT/LPSC/NMC811 cells. 
The assembled cells were rested at 60 °C for 12 h to allow Mg diffusion 
from interlayer to anode. The stack pressure for the full cell was ~1 MPa. 
Twenty µm-Li/LPSC/NMC811 all-solid-state full cells without interlayer 
were also assembled for comparison. The cathode loading and actual 
applied current parameters of full cell are listed in Supplementary Table 6.

Li+ conduction properties of LNI
Ab initio calculations based on density functional theory using the Per-
dew–Burke–Ernzerhof realization of the generalized gradient approxi-
mation for the exchange correlation was performed, as implemented 
in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP 6.3.0)40,41. All atoms 
were relaxed fully until the force on them was less than 0.05 eV Å−1. 
The kinetic energy cut-off was set above 520 eV. The Brillouin zone 
is sampled by using the Monkhorst–Pack scheme. The voltage pla-
teaus were obtained using the calculated density functional theory 
energies of all the relevant compounds in the Li–N–I space, which 
were obtained from the Materials Project42. The Li probability density 
isosurface of LNI was calculated from the ab initio molecular dynamic 
simulation. A plane wave energy cut-off of 400 eV was chosen and a 
minimal Г-centred 1 × 1 × 1 k-point grid was used. The initial structures 
were statically relaxed and were set to an initial temperature of 10 K. 
The structures were then heated to targeted temperatures (800 K) 
at a constant rate by velocity scaling over a time period of 3 ps. The 
constant-temperature, constant-volume ensemble (NVT) ensemble 
using a Nosé–Hoover thermostat was adopted43. Li probability density 
isosurface was extracted by using pymatgen package and visualized in 
VESTA. The isosurface level is set as 0.002.

Topological analysis of LNI lattice was performed on ToposPro 5.4 
software44. The voids and channels for the N2I7− sublattice was built by 
running Dirichlet and ignoring Li atoms. The channel is assumed to be 
inaccessible for Li+ ions if the sum of radii of the Li ion and the framework 
atom (N3− or I−) exceeds the channel radius by more than 10% (2.0 Å). All 
the voids that are smaller than the Li+ radius (0.9 Å) and all the channel 
that is inaccessible for Li+ ions were excluded. The accessible channel 
and void are plotted with a solid yellow stick in Supplementary Fig. 2.

Li ion and electron transport in mixed conductive interlayer
The Li ion and electron transport models for ionic conductive, elec-
tronic conductive and mixed conductive interlayers were set up using 
COMSOL 5.6 Multiphysics software. Nernst–Planck equations based 
on mass conservation was used to describe the migration of electron 
and Li ion at the interlayer45.
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∂ci
∂x

+ ∇ × Ji = Ri (3)

Ji = −Di∇ci − um,iFci∇V (4)

Where i is electron or Li ion. ci is the local concentration of species. Ji is 
the species flux. Ri is the local reaction rate. Di is the chemical diffusiv-
ity of species. um,i is the species mobility, which is determined by the 
Nernst–Einstein relation as in equation (5).

um,i =
Di

RT (5)

Here R is ideal gas constant and T is the temperature. Then, Poisson’s  
equation was coupled to simulate charge separation that typically 
arises close to an electrode surface46.

∇ × D = ρV (6)

Where D is the electric displacement, ρV is the volumetric charge den-
sity. Electric displacement is determined by the following equation.

D = ε × E (7)

E = −∇V (8)

Where ε is the permittivity, E is the electric field intensity and V is the 
electric potential. The electron and Li ion distribution after 2 seconds 
of evolution from initial state were used for Li nucleation and growth 
rate analysis. The local Li growth rate was determined as29

i = i0 × (
cLi+local

cLi+0
ce−local
ce−Li

× exp (−αFφRT ) − exp ( (1 − α) FφRT )) (9)

i0 is the exchange current density of Li plating reaction. cLi+0 is the 
standard Li+ concentration, equal to 1 mol l−1. ce−Li is the electron con-
centration of Li metal. cLi+local and ce−local are the local Li+ and electron 
concentration at the Li growth site.

The local Li nucleation rate was determined based on classical 
nucleation theory28,30

J = J0 ×
cLi+local

cLi+0
ce−local
ce−Li

× exp ( − ΔGhom × κhet) (10)

where J0 is the maximum nucleation rate. On the basis of classical 
nucleation theory, homogeneous nucleation barrier ΔGhom = 16πγ3×Vm2

3(ηF )2RT
. 

Here γ is the surface energy of Li metal, Vm is the molar volume of Li 
metal, η is the applied overpotential, F is the Faraday’s constant and 
κhet is the heterogeneous nucleation coefficient, which is equal to 
2−3 cosθ+(cosθ)3

4
 and cosθ is the contact angle of Li on substrate. Because 

the interlayer is porous, inertial and mechanical forces of Li are not 
incorporated47,48. The ionic conductive, electronic conductive and 
mixed conductive interlayers are differentiated by free electron con-
centration and diffusivity, which were extracted from experimental 
data. The utilized parameters for the model were listed in Supplemen-
tary Tables 1 and 2.

Li growth by phase field method
To simulate Li platting in lithiophobic electrolyte, chemical energy, 
interfacial energy and electrochemical energy were considered in a 
phase field model49 as in equation (11).

f = fchem + fintf + felec (11)

The chemical energy term is formulated as a double well function.

fchem = A × ζ2 × (1 − ζ) 2 + B
2
ζ2ϕg

2 (12)

Here ζ is phase field parameter of Li metal phase (ζ = 1 for Li metal), 
ϕg is the phase field parameter for electrolyte (ϕg = 1 for electrolyte).  
A and B were the barrier height of phase transition. The interfacial term 
is a function of order parameter gradient.

fintf =
1
2
kζ(∇ζ )

2 − kLi-grain
N
∑
g=1

∇ζ∇ϕg +
1
2
kϕ(∇ϕg)

2
(13)

Where kζ and kϕ are the gradient coefficient associate with surface 
energy of Li metal and solid electrolyte. kLi-grain is associated with the 
interfacial energy between Li metal and solid electrolyte. The electro-
chemical term is related to local potential as

felec = F × φ × cLi+ (14)

Therefore, the total energy can be expressed as:

f = A ∗ ζ 2(1 − ζ )2 + D
2
ζ 2ϕg

2 + 1

2
kζ(∇ζ )

2

−kLi-grain
N
∑
g=1

∇ζ∇ϕg +
1

2
kϕ(∇ϕg)

2 + F × φ × cLi+
(15)

The governing equation for the phase field model is the Allen–
Cahn equation49.

∂ζ
∂t

= −Lσ (
∂f0
∂ζ

− kζ∇2 (ζ − kLi−grain

kζ
ϕg))

−LηRTh
′ (ζ ) (exp ( (1−α)Fη

RT
) − c

Li+

c0
exp (− αFη

RT
))

(16)

Here t is time, ζ is the phase filed parameter for Li, Lσ is interfacial 
mobility, f0 is total energy, kζ is the interfacial coefficient, Lη is  
the electrochemical reaction constant, h′(ζ ) = 30 × ζ 2(1 − ζ )2 , α is  
the symmetry factor of Li deposition/stripping reaction, F is the  
Farady’s constant, R is the ideal gas constant and η is the applied  
potential. The utilized parameters for the phase field model were listed 
in Supplementary Table 3.

Data availability
The data supporting the findings of this study are available within the 
article and its Supplementary Information files.
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